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Abstract—Monitoring networks requires efficiently detecting abnormal events and summarizing connection information in big volumes of packet-level data. Some of these tasks can be accomplished with network and operating system utilities, but the questions should be relatively simple and each tool is designed to provide specific analysis. Another requirement is to be able to process data both in a centralized and decentralized manner, given the diversity in instrumentation and vantage points. On the other hand, database systems can answer complex questions phrased as queries, provided data is in the right format and is quickly loaded. Having such motivation in mind, we propose to monitor a network with queries, running on a traditional DBMS (i.e. not a custom-built system programmed in C or C++). Thus, queries can be processed in a central manner in a traditional database server or in a distributed fashion, with edge computing. Our experimental evaluation shows queries can indeed be used to monitor the network with low latency and reasonable delay on a low-resource device like the Raspberry Pi. We explain some interesting findings in a local network. In addition, we show queries can be efficiently evaluated in a small computing device capturing local traffic, showing promise for distributed monitoring.

Index Terms—edge computing, SQL, network, monitoring, stream, network packet.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, researchers have increasingly adopted the use of testbeds to bring realism in their network experiments or used instrumentation in real networks to understand the network packet patterns. The testbeds allow researchers to capture a large volume of somewhat realistic data traces from the network, but many of these testbeds do not provide a powerful, flexible, and practical network data analysis tool. Such lack of tools has led researchers to use either basic network diagnostics tools (e.g., derivatives of ping, traceroute) or roll out their own custom tools leading to inefficiency in testbed based wireless networking research.

The availability of testbeds and instrumentation data from realistic environments are evidence of progress the research community has made, but we also observe a general lack of standard and flexible data analysis capability to fully take advantage of these powerful testbeds. For example, tools such as ping and traceroute are adequate for certain near-real time network data analysis, but these tools may find historical data processing a bit harder and is often not as flexible apart from their given task. While there are more sophisticated tools developed by researchers [7], [20], they are unable to provide a flexible way to allow custom, real-time queries that the user may want to run.

Our solution to this problem is informed by two principles. First, leverage the common architecture used by these testbeds and networks to export network packet data to the researchers. Second, rather than reinvent yet another data processing framework to process the packet data, leverage existing technologies that are known to be effective in other domains with similar data properties.

Combining the use of SQL to store and analyze network streams from a tool like Tshark is a fast and flexible option when compared to the standard tools provided by Linux, allowing for historical data processing. Using SQL will provide more custom and complex queries while keeping it simple, flexible, and scalable [13]. Streams will be captured in small batches with Tshark, then added and analyzed in Postgres with SQL to give a historical analysis of the data. While using custom Python/R code for data analysis can provide further specialized queries, this comes with the price of being much harder to implement and is much more of a hassle to change and specialize to a different task. SQL-like queries are also another alternative but lacks in power, clarity, and data management when compared to SQL. Our solution will allow a more interactive and flexible exploration of network data by researchers. Furthermore, our evaluation shows that it is feasible to run this system on modern edge devices like the Raspberry Pi thereby allowing the researchers to use the same analytical tools on the testbed nodes or their desktops/laptops leading to significant reuse of analysis code. These devices are deployed in many wireless testbeds today and represent a low-cost and low-resource node that has enabled the scaling of many wireless testbeds.

In this paper, we study how viable it is to monitor and analyze a network stream through the use of SQL in both a centralized and distributed manner. This involves tackling two of the five V’s in big data, volume and velocity. We then study the feasibility of implementing a query system, an intensive and complicated system, directly on the edge device and run it reasonably efficiently for both near real-time and historical data analysis. The edge device will bring along complications from its limited hardware, causing possible inconsistencies.
or limitations. We will look into how to overcome these complications as we move forward. The network stream will be continuously captured and processed on the Raspberry Pi while measuring how long each step takes. We analyzed the captured data using the tools we developed and measure the processing latency to see how viable it is on a low-resource device such as the Raspberry Pi. We also try to understand how well the system scales with increasing stream size and devices. By doing so, we hope to create a more secure network by allowing accessible detection of abnormal sessions/connections, improving the quality of service in turn.

Our contributions are: (1) Modeling the network instrumentation as streaming data processing using SQL. (2) Formulating different streaming queries that are relevant for network monitoring. (3) Implementing and evaluating a light-weight DB and SQL-based network instrumentation system on an edge device and overcoming the complications that arise from using a low-resource device.

II. BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS

A. Network Data Stream and Flow

We first describe our model of the data stream as it pertains to network monitoring. A stream is an unbounded timestamped sequence of data points $< ts, t >$, where $ts$ is the timestamp and $t$ is the tuple of data [19]. As such, our stream will give us at least a data point of $< ts, src, src, port, dst, dst, port, protocol, len, info >$ to sufficiently answer our queries. This data point will be gotten from filtering our stream using Tshark, then processed and stored in a database where our queries can make use of the data. The data can then be further summarized, allowing us to improve the efficiency of these queries. Data streams can be further compressed into flows. Flows represent a grouping of data points in which certain characteristics of the data points remain consistent throughout. We will later represent our streams as flows based on the characteristics src, src_port, dst, dst_port, protocol.

B. Basic Queries

There are two types of queries to analyze stream data: one-time queries and continuous queries (materialized views). The one-time queries are the queries being used in traditional DBMS, where the query is computed from scratch every time. Continuous queries are used in modern stream database systems that updates the results as new data arrives. In this paper, we use continuous queries to replicate real situations.

As shown in Figure 1, Specific data will be extracted and queried from the stream using the Raspberry Pi. This would include timestamps, source, destination, length, and info. From these fields, we can obtain various info on the stream by grouping, summarizing, and joining them in different ways.

Time window: In a data stream, data continuously arrives as the old data are still being processed. Hence a time window is required on every query to purge the records falling outside the range. It is worth noting that once the data resides within the database, it can be queried multiple times on different time windows. In other words, data is loaded once and queried multiple times.

III. MONITORING NETWORK STREAMS WITH QUERIES

We seek to monitor and analyze the network using SQL commands on the edge devices. We follow this approach because of the many advantages and flexibility SQL would offer. This would include practically unlimited storage, flexibility in querying, and scalability. Relational databases, like Postgres, have built-in mechanisms for keeping data integrity to eliminate duplicate data and allow more flexible queries to be carried out. While languages like Python/R can meet these needs, it comes with the price of increased time and complexity to implement and change these features to our needs. While there are SQL-like queries available in some languages or libraries, they aren’t as powerful and don’t provide as much clarity and data management as SQL. As such we look at SQL to compress the data stream, summarize the data, and analyze the data stream. SQL allows the user to answer many complex questions with little programming effort, providing insight not available in traditional network tools and OS commands.

A. Query Processing

1) Understanding traffic volume between source and destination: The query with group by aggregation will be used to understand the traffic passing through our data stream. Our query groups the source and destination to give us a count of the packets passing through the stream between a set time window. This can easily be modified to give us other information about the stream.

   ```sql
   SELECT src, dst, aggr()
   FROM L
   WHERE start<=ts AND ts<end
   GROUP BY src, dst;
   ```

Since the data is summarized so that each row may contain info for a range of packets and as such a range of timestamps. The query will be changed to take into account this timestamp range. Instead of timestamp being a single point, ts, it will...
be a range, \( \text{min}_ts \) to \( \text{max}_ts \). As such, there would be a slight change in the WHERE clause, so that the query will only consider data strictly in the time window, start to end. The WHERE clause would simply be changed to: WHERE \( \text{start} \leq \text{ts} \) AND \( \text{min}_ts < \text{end} \)

\( \text{src}, \text{dst} \) is a set of columns to be grouped because we want to understand the traffic between \( \text{src}-\text{dst} \) pairs.

2) Co-occurring Events: Co-occurring events are a good way to discover distinct or peculiar events that happen in the network. Say for example you want to find when there are more than 10 streams running in the network. To do this you will first need to group the streams then count them. Our query does this using a band join \([9]\) and an aggregate function. Our query builds a temporary table \( L1 \) and \( L2 \) from \( L \), then performs a band join on both tables with a time window between \( [\text{start}, \text{end}] \). From there we can use an aggregation to give us more information about the streams. This is shown as \( \text{aggr()} \) and can represent \( \text{sum()} \), \( \text{max()} \), \( \text{count()} \), or any other aggregate function.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SELECT } & \text{L1.src, L1.dst, aggr()} \\
\text{FROM } & \text{L AS L1 INNER JOIN L AS L2} \\
\text{ON } & \text{L1.ts-c<=L2.ts AND L2.ts<=L1.ts+c} \\
\text{WHERE } & \text{start<=L1.ts AND L1.ts<end} \\
& \text{AND start<=L2.ts AND L2.ts<end} \\
\text{GROUP BY } & \text{L1.src, L1.dst};
\end{align*}
\]

With the summarized data, each row will again have a time range from \( \text{min}_ts \) to \( \text{max}_ts \). The query will perform a join with the data where the timestamps are strictly within a bound, start to end. By using band joins, we can determine what happens around the same time between multiple streams. This can be a complicated task but is made easy using SQL.

3) Session Duration: Session duration is useful to know because it tells us how long a user may use a particular website or service. It may also be useful to discover network failure or network attacks because session lengths corresponding to that traffic may be different from session duration for regular application traffic. The query works by simply selecting a stream’s earliest and latest timestamp. The stream is filtered by using \( \text{src}, \text{src}_port, \text{dst} \) from table \( L \). \( \text{src}_port \) is included to address the issue of a client having multiple connections to the same destination.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SELECT } & \text{src, src}_port, \text{dst}, \text{max(ts)}-\text{min(ts)} \\
\text{FROM } & \text{L} \\
\text{WHERE } & \text{start}<=\text{ts} \text{ AND ts}<\text{end} \\
\text{GROUP BY } & \text{src, src}_port, \text{dst};
\end{align*}
\]

4) Request/Response Protocol: The request/response protocol is a useful protocol that can be observed to find network failure, checking if there is a response to all requests or vice versa. The query works by selecting all rows that does not have a response, represented as the inverse of \( \text{src}, \text{dst} \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{WITH CTE AS} & \{ \\
\text{SELECT } & \text{src, dst} \\
\text{FROM } & \text{L}
\}
\text{WHERE } & \text{start}<=\text{ts} \text{ AND ts}<\text{end} \\
\text{SELECT } & \text{src, dst} \\
\text{FROM } & \text{CTE L1} \\
\text{WHERE } & \text{NOT EXISTS} ( \\
\text{SELECT } & \text{1} \\
\text{FROM } & \text{CTE L2} \\
\text{WHERE } & \text{L1.src}=\text{L2.dst} \\
& \text{AND L1.dst}=\text{L2.src});
\end{align*}
\]

It is also important to note that this protocol can also be done using an outer join, but will be less efficient as the above solution will be using a common table expression (CTE), a temporary result set that can be used multiple times in the query.

B. Approaches to Processing Data Streams

There are two approaches to processing data streams inside a DBMS. One approach is to continuously load and process a stream, while the other is to periodically load and summarize a stream in batches. By summarizing before you process a stream, you can reduce the data size greatly at the cost of a bit of overhead.

1) Online Processing: Continuously processing a stream involves keeping every individual packet, demanding greater storage size, and keeping more details of the stream. The greater volume imposed may exceed the RAM capacity and often contains redundant data. However, having greater detail of the stream will allow you to dig deeper into the stream to find patterns and information hidden by being summarized. However, the problem with stream processing is being able to process the stream as it passes through main memory.

2) Summarizing in Batches: Continuously loading a stream uses a lot of space and is inefficient, as a lot of the data is redundant from a network stream. This large amount of data will lead to slower analysis time when accessing and filtering through the data. This is especially apparent in a small device like the Raspberry Pi, which would have more trouble with larger data sets from its limited components when compared to larger systems. As such, it makes sense to summarize the data after loading it into the database. This will lead to a striking decrease in data size while retaining important aspects of the data, although losing a bit of detail as a result. This will not only lessen the load on the Raspberry Pi, but greatly cut the time it takes to analyze the data.

C. Pre-processing and Loading Data

1) Pre-processing: In general, data streams have significant redundancy. Stream data sets have the form of a log file where records may have variable length. To accelerate processing, we truncate string columns with a variable length such that 90% of information is preserved. On the other hand, contiguous records that have the same information (e.g. network packets) are aggregated into one record. Finally, we project important attributes for analysis, leaving out detailed information (e.g. network packet content). Pre-processing is a necessary step to allow the DBMS to store the packet into a relational table.
2) **Batch Loading:** Loading data is a time-consuming task for two reasons: the input text file needs to be parsed and data needs to be transformed and stored into a specific binary format on disk. Hence, catching data records and loading them in batches yields better performance as the SQL statement is parsed and optimized once for the whole batch. However, this introduces a delay from the time the stream data arrives to the time it becomes available in the database. In stream processing, a lower latency is better. There is an I/O bottleneck introduced in this step where the data is read from the text file then written to disk. We want to continuously update the DBMS with new batches of data so that the DBMS stays close to real-time. Here we update the DBMS with many small batches instead of one giant batch of data. This method has a lower performance than loading large batches since the SQL statement is parsed and optimized multiple times, but benefits from keeping the data up to date.

**D. Summarizing the Data**

After the data is loaded into the DBMS, it is summarized using a group by on `src, src_port, dst, dst_port, protocol` of the packet from a temporary table. As each row needs to be unique to keep data integrity, an index column is added to the table. This method is called flow analysis where a set of identifiers identifies a flow and a new flow is defined when an identifier is changed. The flows are stored at set time intervals.

**Summarizing query:**

```
INSERT INTO L1(min_ts, max_ts, src, src_port, dst, dst_port, protocol, min_len, max_len, avg_len, summ_size)
SELECT
    min(ts), max(ts),
    src, src_port,
    dst, dst_port,
    protocol,
    min(len), max(len), avg(len),
    count(*)
FROM L2
GROUP BY src, src_port,
         dst, dst_port, protocol;
```

**E. Centralized and Distributed Processing**

Centralized processing involves moving the data and processing the stream through one device. This can be intensive for one device to handle. The benefit of this method comes from its simple implementation, only needing to worry about one device. However, this does not cover a wide area and would have more trouble analyzing large amounts of data. To help alleviate this, techniques can be used to reduce the load such as summarizing the data to help accelerate data ingestion.

Distributed processing can be used to further reduce this load and cover a wider area, but is a bit more complicated to implement. This method would require an additional step of merging the data, allowing for the heavy task of processing and collecting to be split between multiple devices. These devices would capture and process the stream, send and merge the data to a single device that can then be monitored and analyzed.

We plan to use a distributed architecture because our devices won't have as much processing power individually but together should allow for more complex analysis. We do this by having the DBMS running on all Raspberry Pis with each Raspberry Pi monitoring a partition of the network as shown in Figure 2. The packets will be summarized at each Raspberry Pi, then sent downstream to the monitoring device to eliminate bottlenecks. For now, experiments will be ran on a single device to test the feasibility of a distributed system.

**IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION**

**A. Experimental Setup**

We implement our system on the Raspberry Pi 3, a single board computer with CPU ARM7 Quad-Core 900MHz, 1GB RAM, and 64GB SD Card. These devices are deployed in many wireless testbeds today and represent a low-cost and low-resource node that has enabled the scaling of many wireless testbeds. A DBMS server with CPU Intel Pentium N3700 1.6GHz, 8GB RAM, and 2TB HDD was also used to implement and compare with the Raspberry Pi. In terms of software, we installed Postgres and T-shark, a program utilizing the on-board network interface to capture network packets.

**B. Network Data Collection, Stream Pre-processing, and Packet Summarization**

An instance of T-shark (a packet monitoring program) is run on the micro-computer (Raspberry Pi) to capture WIFI packets in a busy common room. As the T-shark program captures a large number of fields from a packet, for simplicity, we ignore many of those fields while retaining the essence of streaming data processing for network monitoring. As a result, these columns are chosen: timestamp, source address, source port, destination address, destination port, size of the packet in bytes, protocol, and extra information that may contain important information about the packet. These packets are then summarized using group by on source, source port,
destination, destination port, and protocol. The summarized table rows contain columns on minimum timestamp, maximum timestamp, source, source port, destination, destination port, protocol, minimum packet length, maximum packet length, average packet length, and the number of rows summarized for each group queried by the group by.

### TABLE I: Summarized Data Schema.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column’s Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>min_timestamp</td>
<td>DOUBLE PRECISION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_timestamp</td>
<td>DOUBLE PRECISION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source</td>
<td>TEXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source_port</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>destination</td>
<td>TEXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>destination_port</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protocol</td>
<td>TEXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min_length</td>
<td>INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_length</td>
<td>INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avg_length</td>
<td>NUMERIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>summ_size</td>
<td>INT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### C. DBMS-based Analysis system Performance

To understand how well these processes perform on the Raspberry Pi, we first look at how much data is being captured at various time windows. To do this, we simply capture a large amount of data, then count how many rows of data there are at various time windows using a query.

### TABLE II: Non-Summarized Records.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Window(secs)</th>
<th>Total Stream Records</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>13923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>20863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>41311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>86723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1595385</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice in Table III how much compression greatly reduces the data, with some reaching up to 19 times reduction for smaller time windows. With a greatly reduced data set, we hope to see this reflected in our experiments.

1) Pre-Processing: With a general idea of how many records there are at each time window, we look at how long it takes to process and store these records. Measuring these times will give us an idea of how well these same experiments will perform on live data and what kind of delay we can expect as we monitor the network.

### TABLE III: Summarized Records.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Window (mins)</th>
<th>Total Stream Records</th>
<th>Total Summarized Records</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10152</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>57774</td>
<td>2998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>120837</td>
<td>6161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>180471</td>
<td>9154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>243212</td>
<td>12163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>307717</td>
<td>15400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>360470</td>
<td>18343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>474112</td>
<td>24408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>585721</td>
<td>30537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>693976</td>
<td>36591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>2800527</td>
<td>147096</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At each step of the process in Table IV, we measure the time it takes to complete. The total rows represent how many rows of data were captured in that interval and summarized rows represent how many rows it got compressed down to. From the Table, we can determine that the bulk of the time is used in converting from binary to CSV. Converting is the job of the networking tool and not the DBMS, as such it leaves a lot of room to improve on, greatly lower the delay required to monitor the network if optimized. The DBMS on the other hand was able to quickly load and summarize the data. Summarizing can reduce the rows by a lot because there can be a lot of redundant data in streams. This can translate to performing queries hundreds of times faster than on non-summarized data.

In Figure 3, we do a similar test but on both the Raspberry Pi and Server, comparing the two. From the Figure, we can see that the Raspberry Pi times are still linear but lags a bit behind the Server’s speed.
2) Queries: Next, we will look at how well the queries performed on both the summarized and non-summarized data streams. The queries we will be looking at are group by and band join for summarized data and additionally session duration and request/response protocol for non-summarized data. Quantiles are also another query we can look at in future experiments but is currently too slow and complicated to be implemented. By using a DBMS to query and analyze your data, you can flexibly change your queries to your need without having to make major changes to your program. These tests are done on static data and on a single Raspberry Pi/Server but should give us an idea of how they will perform in real-time and how well they will do in a distributed fashion.

TABLE V: Group-By on Non-Summarized Data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Window (mins)</th>
<th>Total Stream Records</th>
<th>Time(secs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10152</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>57774</td>
<td>2.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>120837</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>180471</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI: Group By on Summarized Data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Window (mins)</th>
<th>Total Stream Records</th>
<th>Time(secs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2998</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6161</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>9154</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As you can see in Table VI, group by finished in well under a second. The query also scales well as the number of rows queried increases, still staying under a second with a 15 minute time window. When compared to the times measured in Table V, it still outperforms even when compared to a lower row count. This is because of how compressed the data was in the summarized table, allowing for faster processing times.

In Figure 4 and 5, a band join was done on two selected close streams from captured static data. The band join was done on a variety of band ranges and time windows. Time-stamps are very precise measurements, as such, we use Band Ranges to represent how much tolerance we gave for each data point when joining the data. This way, if data points are close enough within the tolerance margin, they will be considered to happen at the same time and joined in the query. Depending on these ranges, the band join can perform reasonably well at lower time windows but quickly escalates as you widen the time window. On the other hand, increasing the band range did not affect the times as much, except on wider time windows. When comparing the two figures, you will notice that the time to complete the queries were significantly less for higher time windows and band ranges. Band ranges also
have a bigger effect on the summarized data when compared to non-summarized data, being a major factor in the time spent to finish a query. These results show that it is possible to perform heavy queries on these devices, but it can take a long time.

Fig. 6: Queries Runtime.

In Figure 6, we compare some simple queries on both the Raspberry Pi and Server with non-summarized data. For these queries that are much less intensive than band join, they were able to perform much faster and had a more linear increase in time. As such, running these less intensive queries directly on the Raspberry Pi before funneling the results to the monitoring device becomes a feasible option when we later look to implement a distributed system.

D. Discussion of Experimental Results

In short, the DBMS does well processing and loading the data, while the bottleneck lies in converting the binary file into a CSV file, which is not the responsibility of the DBMS. To solve this, we can look into ways to directly insert the binary data into the DBMS. Our goal is to quickly load and summarize a large stream of data so that we can analyze it in an efficient manner inside a device like the Raspberry Pi. By summarizing the data, we can reduce its size, leading to faster queries. We experimented on two queries for summarized data, group by and band join, and additionally session duration and request/response protocol for non-summarized data. Session duration and request/response protocol queries were able to perform very well, making it feasible to implement directly on the Raspberry Pis when we implement a distributed system. The group by was able to perform its task in under a second and scales well with the growing time window. The band join was able to do reasonably well at lower time windows but quickly increased as we expand the time and band range. When experimenting with bigger data, the device is able to handle the summarized data well. On the other hand, it can be a bit unpredictable how the device handles the non-summarized data, having odd jumps in the data or taking very long to complete. This can be caused by query optimization or the data itself but will be an interesting issue to look into. It is impressive that Postgres is running so well on the Raspberry Pi, as Postgres is quite an intensive and complicated system, while the Raspberry Pi is a low-resource device.

V. RELATED WORK

A. Basic network monitoring and analysis

Analyzing network instrumentation data is a problem that has received significant attention with most work developing specific solutions to their problems. Traditionally, Linux tools such as ping, traceroute, netstat, and iperf are used to diagnose or understand network performance. Researchers have developed additional tools such as tcpdump and more sophisticated tools for deep packet inspection [5]. These tools provide basic building blocks for network analysis but are unable to provide a flexible way to allow queries that the users may want to run on near real-time data and historical data with the same system. As such, we continue our work from our poster [17], analyzing a variety of new queries and moving towards a more distributed system.

B. Network stream monitoring and analysis

Researchers have developed more sophisticated tools for network monitoring over the last decades. For example, researchers have designed a new relational database to ingest network data stream [14]. The authors claimed they could achieve throughput up to 50% of the throughput of the hard drive itself. In order to achieve this speed, the system must sacrifice consistency and durability characteristic of a DBMS. Researchers have developed a distributed framework to allow the composition of network analytic functions, thus increasing flexibility in analysis supported by the system [7]. Declarative languages and systems [20], [1] have been built to make it easier for network engineers and researchers to query the network system data. Our work applies SQL on a standard DBMS implementation for network stream querying.

C. Streaming data analysis

GigaScope [3] has many limitations with storing streaming data, not taking advantage of the parallel file system, and not being able to correlate streaming data with stored historical data. Over time, as sorting summarized historical stream data (orders of magnitude smaller than packet-level data but orders of magnitude larger than transactional data) and supporting standard SQL became needed, a new system was needed. In this system, queries would have arbitrary joins (natural, outer, time band) and diverse aggregations (distributive, algebraic, holistic). While storing, managing, and querying stream data was more difficult than analyzing packet-level data, it enabled advanced analytics to monitor the network. To fulfill these requirements, the DataDepot Warehouse system [6] was created. The DataDepot featured a POSIX-compliant parallel file system, standard SQL, and extensibility via UDFs [12], [11] (which enabled mathematical analytics). DataDepot being the backbone of a data warehouse called DarkStar at ATT shows how important it is to access
real-time, recent, and historical data. DarkStar is a warehouse capable of managing hundreds of data streams and maintaining more than two thousand tables with real-time data loading and long-term histories. The big data trend gave rise to more requirements and new technology. These things include higher stream volume (with more data), HDFS (instead of a POSIX file system), many more database sources (more streams from more network devices) intermittent streams (with traffic spikes and transfer interruptions), more efficient C++ code for queries (because critical SQL queries were compiled), eventual consistency, and advanced analytics beyond SQL queries came with the big data trend. Given the common wisdom that one-size-does-not-fit-all [16] and the difficulty of changing the source code of a large existing system, it was decided to develop a next-generation DBMS, TidalRace [9].

Recently, more research has been done on flow monitoring [8], a prevalent method used to monitor high-speed traffic using protocols such as NetFlow and IPFIX. This method involves analyzing flows rather than individual packets, leading to much lower overhead. This benefit comes at the cost of losing some detail from the packet, but allows the large volume of data to become easier to manage and the loss of detail can be offset by also performing packet analysis when needed. To analyze these flows, tool suites like SiLK has been created to store and analyze these high volumes of data [18]. These flows would be captured and stored in a SiLK format then a variety of analysis tools can be run on these records, such as sorting, filtering, and outputting a human readable format. Research has also been done in reducing these large data volumes to not only analyze them but also the store then for future analysis. As such, building a data synopsis has also been a topic of research that focuses on allowing researchers to access and query past data days to years in the past [4]. Although these works focus on how to capture and store these streams, they don’t address how to analyze these data using SQL and the flexibility that it would allow. Complications can also arise from continuous analytics, with research being done to improve the system’s performance by using rolling queries. DBStream is one example where an SQL-based system is used to perform data analysis on the network stream. DBStream makes use of incremental queries for rolling data analytics, showing better performance on a single node than Spark with a cluster of ten [2]. While they show great results in large systems composed of powerful machines, their system doesn’t show how well it’ll perform on a low-resource device in a distributed manner. These analytics not only monitor the network, but research has also been done to understand the user’s experience [15], where the data is extracted and analyzed in real-time to define and measure the quality of different parts of the network and how it influences the user.

VI. Conclusions

The availability of wireless testbeds has led to the rapid advance of technologies. Unfortunately, researchers in this space are still not utilizing standard technologies such as SQL and streaming data analysis to characterize network performance. Adoption of technologies such as SQL will lead to faster and more flexible iterations of analysis and wider sharing of analysis techniques. Our work shows that using a DBMS on an edge device for network monitoring is viable with the use of summarizing the data using SQL. By summarizing the data, we were able to greatly reduce its redundancy, allowing the use of more intensive analysis in a reasonable amount of time. Another aspect worth mentioning is that even a low-cost and low-resource device such as the Raspberry Pi, which is widely used in wireless testbeds, is capable of processing data, arriving at high speed, but with medium volume, allowing the researchers to obtain useful network monitoring insights both for near real-time data and historical data. One of the powerful aspects of our solution is that the same queries can be used on different devices or on more powerful devices in the future for more extensive analysis.

Even though we have shown DBMSs are viable to analyze pre-processed streams for network monitoring, there are many research issues. It can be slow to load the stream into Postgres and SQL can still be slower than lower-level languages like C/C++. For now, nothing is done with the info column as it contains various information and has embedded values that would require complicated parsing and deep network understanding to utilize, as such, we leave it as work to explore in the future. We need faster and more accurate queries to aggregate and summarize streams. Aiming towards a distributed system, we still need to work out the global state of the system to understand the order of occurrence in our system [10]. While a distributed system is likely to work, we still need to perform more experiments to validate their performance in a real-time environment and with varying loads. Determining the number of devices and traffic load each Raspberry Pi can handle is a difficult topic that would require more research before we can give a clear answer. From the edge computing point of view, more research is needed to fully understand the storage and processing capability of small devices in the rapidly changing environment of the Internet of Things. From a database perspective, we need to study how to efficiently load new data into the database. Although plenty of work both in research and practice exists in fast database loading, we need further evaluation of their applicability in low-cost and low-resource settings.
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